November 28th, 2020

To Our Members,
Thank you to our members that have been utilizing our pools and aquatics programs! The
aquatics industry has changed drastically over the past few months and we appreciate your willingness
to work with us through these operational shifts. From social distancing to individual appointments, our
pools run a little differently than we are used to. In the latest update to our aquatic industry guidelines
set out by the state, lap swimmers are allowed to share a lane with another person. At that time,
Samena felt the with myriad of other guidance changes our best route was to continue with single
person lap lanes. However, with the closure of our fitness center, the demand on our pools for
appointments has risen as well. As I am sure you are aware, it has become increasingly difficult to find a
time slot in either the indoor or outdoor pool. Due to this, we have made the decision to allow half of
our lap lanes to become shared lanes. The CDC continues to state that COVID-19 does not spread
through properly treated pool water and we feel that we can offer a safe and socially distant option to
exercise for our members. We also recognize that some of you are not ready to share a lane with
someone from outside your household, which is why the other half of our lap lanes will remain single
person lanes.
Starting Monday December 7th, lanes 3,4, and 5 of both our indoor pool and outdoor pool will
become shared lanes. You will only be able to have 1 person per appointment and you will be sharing
the lane with another member. Each user will have a designated resting wall. This means that
swimmers must be able to swim across the pool and back without stopping to get back to their
designated resting wall. For those who are not ready to share a lane or need both walls to be able to
rest, lanes 1,2, and 6 of both our pools will continue to be single person lanes. Just like before, you can
bring up to 1 other person from your household, or up to 4 other people in our “Household Lane 6” to
these single lanes.
Also, beginning on December 1st we will be open until 10 pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays. We
have added one last swim to the indoor pool from 9-9:45pm and the outdoor pool from 9:059:50pm. Reserve your space today!
With our industry leading cleaning and safety procedures, we feel confident that we can provide
a safe, low risk environment for our members to enjoy our pools. If you have any questions, please feel
free to reach out.

Thank You,
Tonya Swick
Executive Director

Mark Feeney
Aquatics & Facilities Director

